Abstract. Quantitative investment attempts to use computer algorithms to predict the price of securities and make automatic trading, in order to gain excess return on the stocks. This paper introduces a strategy based on machine learning algorithms and technical indicators. The model uses several popular technical indicators as inputs and predicts the movement of stock price after a certain short period. Then, a portfolio is constructed using the prediction result. The strategy buys the stocks whose returns exceed the predetermined threshold and sells (shorts) the stocks whose return are below the negative threshold. The empirical results show that the annual return is above 40%,which is far higher than the S&P500 index(2.14%). Considering the risk-adjusted return, the machine learning strategy is better than the S&P500 index. The Sharpe Ratio is higher than that of the S&P500.
Introduction
One of the core issues of quantitative investment is to accurately predict the price changes of assets. If you can predict the rise and fall of asset prices, then investment managers can build a more effective portfolio to obtain greater investment returns. Under the traditional analyst-fund manager model, analysts predict the future price of assets through personal subjective analysis, but the model faces two challenges: First, the dramatic increase in the number of assets makes the traditional model to have significant implementation costs, which makes the model no longer applicable; secondly, the analyst's subjective judgment is influenced by his/her emotions and make its predictions no longer accurate. However, the quantitative investment model can solve these two challenges. This paper attempts to construct a quantitative investment model to solve the problem of asset and securities investment price prediction. Machine learning obtains reproducible patterns from large amounts of data and using learned patterns for prediction. Due to the high prediction accuracy and good generalization ability of the machine learning algorithm, the excellent predictive ability of the model can be applied to the off-sample data. This technology is widely used in quantitative investments, such as risk prediction and so on. Technical analysis is widely used by market practitioners to predict future asset prices in actual transactions. Compared with the fundamental data, the technical indicators are easy to obtain from the market data and have strong timeliness. Existing technical analysis studies usually simulate a single technical indicator or technical pattern to verify whether a technology is effective, but the research considering multiple technical indicators or technical analysis methods is relatively lacking. In theory, effectively mining information from multiple technical analysis methods can provide better prediction results than a single technical analysis method. In order to better explore the information in technical analysis, this paper designs a quantitative investment algorithm based on machine learning and technical indicators. The model uses machine learning algorithms to mine a variety of common technical indicators to predict the direction of the stock price after a few days (rise or fall), and then build a portfolio based on the forecast direction. This analysis consists of three strategies, namely neural network, support vector machine,k-nearest neighbors.
Literature Review
Since Charles Dow put forward Dow Theory in the late 19th century, technical analysis has been widely used in the investment field and actual investment.At that time, evidence showed that technical analysis is feasible for stock market investment. Irwin (1986) established an automated trading system to handle the stock market's complex information. Under the control of the program, the trading system could automatically issue trading signals to provide a reference for the short-term futures funds. Experiments show that nearly half of these signals are valid. Neftci (1991) added the trading signal generated by the 150-day moving average as a dummy variable to the autoregressive equation to analyze the Dow Jones industrial market, which shows that the 150-day moving average trading rule has certain predictability. Ritter(1992), based on behavioral finance, analyzed and confirmed that stocks had a reversal effect, that is, the stocks that have the worst performance in the past few months tend to perform better in the following months. Using the interesting phenomenon, they built a simple quantitative stock picking strategy, sorting all stock returns from low to high on the last day of each month, and then hold the top 10% of the stocks for one month. This is one of the most famous strategies in the field of quantitative investment, namely the reversal strategy. Jegadeesh(1993) found that stock prices have a momentum effect on a larger time scale (3-12 months) , that is, stocks that performed better in the past 3-12 months, tend to be robust in the next few months. Based on this phenomenon, they built a momentum strategy that is contrary to the reversal strategy. Lo (2000) proposed a systematic and automatic approach to technical pattern recognition using nonparametric kernel regression and applied this method to many U.S. stocks. With the rapid development of computer science and technology, some methods based on data mining and machine learning, such as neural networks and support vector machines, are also widely applied in the field of stock selection. Kim (2003) used the support vector machine (SVM) to predict the stock price index and discussed the feasibility of using SVM for stock price prediction and made a comparison between this algorithm and BP neural network. The empirical results demonstrated that SVM is a promising stock market prediction algorithm. Khan AU (2008) compared between the accuracy of stock price predictions of some technical indicators, such as back-propagation neural networks, and genetic-based backpropagation neural networks. The results showed that back-propagation based on genetic algorithm has a high accuracy rate for stock price forecasting and should be widely used;Tsai and Hsiao(2010) combined multiple feature selection methods to identify more representative features for the prediction model. The empirical result shows that show that the intersection between PCA (Principal Component Analysis) and GA (Genetic Algorithms) and the multi-intersection of PCA, GA, and CART (Classification and Regression Trees) perform the best and result in 14 to 17 important features respectively. Lee and Jeong (2012) utilize DTW algorithm which had been used for speech recognition and found the utilize of reinforcement learning techniques can successfully handle the risk-averse case and offer a statistical arbitrage strategy for profit even with trading costs. Ticknor et al. (2013) proposed an innovative method: Bayesian regularized neural network to predict financial market behavior, using market prices and financial technical indicators as inputs to predict the stocks of the closing price of the future, empirical results show that the model will perform as well as the advanced model even without data pre-processing, seasonal analysis, and cycle analysis.Patelet al. (2015) found that random forest outperforms other three prediction models on overall performance and that the performance of all the prediction models improve when these technical parameters are represented as trend deterministic data.
Contribution
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: Firstly, this paper proposes a quantitative investment model based on machine learning and technical analysis. This model creatively uses machine learning technology to classify and predict various technical indicators and builds quantitative investment model based on them. Secondly, the empirical research in this paper finds that machine learning technology can effectively mine the effective information of technical analysis and obtain better investment performance in the stock market. The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 3 sorts and summarizes the current situation of the formation. Section 3.2 presents a quantitative investment model based on machine learning and technical indicators. Section 4 uses the data from the stock market to conduct an empirical study, analyzing the empirical results and conducts a sensitivity test of the model. Section 5 gives the conclusions of this paper and points out the future research directions.
Methodology
In this section, I will outline the source of the data and introduce the construction of the technical indicators as features.
Data
In this research, we used stock daily data which are the constituents of the US S&P500 equity index. The dataset on stocks are downloaded from the Thomson Reuters database. The data contain information on the daily closing(adjusted and unadjusted), opening price as well as their high, low, and trading volume on a daily basis for the period from February 2000 through September 2012.
For each stock and for each year in the sample, this section calculates the measures of return and risk of a certain stock: mean return is calculated to represent the overall performance of each stock throughout the 12-year sample period and the standard deviation of the return, on the other hand, is calculated as a measure of the risks.
We first compute the time-series average of these volatilities for each stock and then report the cross-sectional average of these average volatilities. The other statistics are computed in a similar fashion. For each year and for each stock, the performance is represented using the mean and standard deviation of daily realized stock returns over the most recent 12 months. For each month and for each stock, skewness describes the degree of distortion from a normal distribution in certain set of data. The sample includes 595 stocks and is composed of 3174 monthly returns. The sample period is 2000 to 2012. As an illustration, the descriptive statistics of the Apple Company stock is presented below: 
Technical Indicators and Features for Machine Learning
In the prediction of the index trend, the collected raw data is so big and abundant that they are not directly used. In this paper, the raw data is transformed into feature data for prediction. A technical indicator offers a different perspective from which to analyze the price action. Some, such as moving averages, are derived from simple formulas and the mechanics are relatively easy to understand. Others, such as Stochastics, have complex formulas and require more study to fully understand and appreciate. Regardless of the complexity of the formula, technical indicators can provide a unique perspective on the strength and direction of the underlying price action. Summarizing previous research, I find that some of the technical indicators are widely used in trend prediction and have good predictive effects. The feature data obtained by characterizing the original data implicitly contains price, time information of the original data sequence. These indicators perform moving average or weighted average processing on the original data, and smooth out the data. As a result, the adverse effects of noise on the prediction model in the raw data can be moderated.
For each stock on each date t, we calculate the technical indicators using the historical data until date t of the stock. At the same time, we calculate the future return of the stock by comparing stock price on dates t+N and t.
Machine Learning and Prediction
When it comes to stock prediction, we tend to think that the construction of the investment portfolio is mainly based on the future upward and downward movements of stock prices. The research attempts to use the technical indicators calculated above as features for our machine learning algorithms to predict stock return in the next N days. N is considered as the holding period for our portfolio construction which is described in the next Section. Specifically, at any given date t, for each stock individual, we choose the computed normalized technical indicators of the stock from the first available date till t-N as the features for the training dataset. Correspondingly, object variable in the training dataset to train the machine is the future return of the next N days. Of course, when the length of the training set is less than a year at the beginning of the dataset, we do not perform any training nor prediction.
Also, the portfolio construction methods are as follows: Before every single holding period, the investment target is selected based on the prediction model, more specifically, the predicted rate of return. Then, the rate of return will be sorted from high to low, at the same time, a threshold is set. For the stocks that rises more than the threshold, we buy them. For the stocks that falls more than the threshold, we sell or short them.
Construction Portfolio
Based on technical analysis and pattern recognition, this paper constructs a short-term quantitative investment strategy through machine learning algorithms. After predicting the stock return, this paper buys those stocks whose price is predicted by the machine learning algorithm to rise more than 5% and sells those whose price is predicted to fall over 5% and construct an equally-weighted portfolio. This stock picking strategy will close these opened positions every seven days (the rolling period), and each day the new position is created through the trading policy and the machine learning algorithms. It is showed by the empirical results that the trading policy mentioned above will outperform the S&P 500 index.
When constructing the portfolio, to simplify the problem, this paper adopts the equal-weighted strategy, that is, for every individual stock in a portfolio, we invest in the same amount of money. After a rolling period, the position that is constructed before such period is closed. So for every single day, we make prediction, select target stocks, build portfolio and close the position which is constructed holding-period ago.
Empirical Results
When evaluating the performance of the strategy, this paper adopts most commonly used indicators: Annualized Returns, Volatility, Sharpe Ratio and Max Drawdown. The specific formula is shown in the appendix. The annualized return, which is the annual-equivalent return for the portfolio, measures the profitability of the quantitative strategy, the lager is the annualized return, the better is this strategy. While the max drawdown measures the risk of the strategy. The smaller is the value, the better is the strategy. After calculating the indicators mentioned above, this paper chooses the S&P500 as the benchmark. Not only should we examine the absolute amount of the indicators, but we should also compare the indicators with those of S&P500 index.
The Examination of the Performance of the Portfolio
In order to evaluate this quantitative trading strategy, this paper will compare the return on the portfolio with the return on the S&P500 index fund. So, it is assumed that at the very beginning of the construction of the portfolio, the same amount of money is invested in the index-driven stock/fund and the price of the stock/fund is purely determined by the S&P500 index. At each end day of the rolling period, the total value of the portfolio is calculated so as to be compared with that of the indexdriven fund. When assessing the performance of the portfolio, the important indicator, the growth rate of return, which is mentioned above, should also be taken into consideration. What is more, some risk measures such as Sharpe ratio are also considered when evaluating the performance of the trading strategy. The figure of accumulative profit of the stock ACE is shown below as an example. The profit is equal to the sum of two parts, the cash and the unrealized profit of stock positions. Figure 2 . The accumulative profit of the portfolio which is constructed by buying those stocks predicted to rise more than 5% and sells those predicted to fall over 5% and thus forming an equally-weighted portfolio.
The overall performance of the machine-learning strategy can be seen in Figure 2 . During most periods, the total value of the portfolio is above zero. The graph shows an obvious upward trend after 2006 and the total value of the portfolio reached its peak of 2500 in 2008 to 2009. After the period, the performance of the portfolio goes down year by year. The following table shows the absolute return and the risk-adjusted indicators of the strategy and the S&P500 index. As is shown in the result, the return of the strategy based on machine learning strategy is significantly above zero. More specifically, the return on the Neural Network strategy is almost 20 times of that of the S&P500 index, which implies the profitability of the machine learning strategy. Meanwhile, when comparing the risk-adjusted return, we can find that the strategy that is based on the neural network algorithm is more desirable. For example, the Sharpe ratio of machine learning-based strategy is much higher than that of the S&P500 index, meaning that the average return earned in excess of the risk-free rate per unit of volatility or total risk is significantly higher. 
Discussions
The results in the last section show that the profitability of the machine learning strategy is better than that of the S&P500 index, which sends us a basic signal that the machine learning strategy is more desirable than the passive investment. In order to check the performance and robustness of the strategy presented above, this section set different scenarios. When different algorithms and holding periods are adopted, the results still show the comparative advantages of the strategy based on the machine learning strategy. The results of each scenarios are shown in the table below, which can lead us to make several discussions as follows:
All the performance listed below are on an out-of-sample basis, whichadopted the rolling window analysis. This paper supposes the training set to be data from the beginning to the date that is seven days before the predicted date. Then, the prediction is made based on each rolling window subsamples.
Overall, the machine learning (SVM and NN) strategy perform better than S&P500 index in terms of the absolute and relative return. In every single group of holding period, the machine learning strategies have an excess return of over 20 times of the index. Also, the risk-adjusted return, which is measured by Sharpe Ratio, demonstrates that the machine learning strategy has relatively more investment potential.
We know that, when the holding period is T=9, the algorithm is the neural network, the return of portfolio is much higher than the other portfolios, and the effect is satisfactory. Specifically, in each group of holding period, the NN strategy outperforms the SVM strategy, which partly shows the relative advantage of the prediction ability of NN than SVM. In each scenario, under the assumption of risk neural, the expected return E(R) represents the required return of the portfolio.
Through the analysis process, the best strategy at present seems to be the T=9, NN strategy. Certainly, more scenarios can be taken into consideration and there are lots of parameters that can be moderated in order to improve the performance of the portfolio. There is still great possibility for us to find better strategy. But limited by the length of this paper, this deeper research can be left as a direction of future studies. 
4.1Machine Learning the Prediction Performance and Overfitting.
Neural networks contain multiple non-linear hidden layers, which makes them very expressive models that can learn very complex relationships between their inputs and outputs. With limited training data, however, many of these complicated relationships might be the result of sampling noise, and they will exist only in the training set but not in whole test data even if it is drawn from the same distribution. This leads to the problem of overfitting and many methods have been developed in order to eliminate it. These include stopping the training as soon as performance on a validation set starts to get worse, soft weight sharing (Nowlan and Hinton, 1992) and introducing weight penalties of various kinds such as L1 and L2 regularization.Since the solution of overfitting is not the focus of this paper, it will not be discussed in detail.
Conclusion
The purpose of this paper is to predict the direction of the movement of stock price. Prediction model of machine learning algorithms like Neural Network, SVM are applied based on the 12 years (2000 to 2012) of historical data of constituents of the US S&P500 equity index.
When generating features, this paper chooses ten technical indicators to construct the feature base. In order to fully describe the stock market, five groups of technical indicators are all used as input features, they are price indicators, momentum and reversion indicators, stochastic oscillator indicators, volatility and return indicators and volume indicators. These features implicitly contain price, time information of the original data sequence. These indicators perform moving average or weighted average processing on the original data, and smooth out the data. As a result, the noise on the prediction model in the raw data can be moderated. However, other macro-economic variables like exchange rates, inflation rate, government policies etc. that influence stock market can also be adopted as the inputs to the models or in construction of the knowledge base of the quantitative investment system.
The results show that the all the strategy has an excess return compared with that of the passive strategy, which is measured by the performance of S&P500 index. More specifically, the strategy of the NeuralNetworkalgorithm of a rolling period of 9 days outperforms the other scenarios and will have the most desirable return on risk.
In addition, the focus of this paper is short term prediction. In this paper, technical indicators are derived based on the rolling period of 5, 7, 9 days, respectively. It is also worth exploring deeper the significance of the length of holding period and long-term investment can also be a research direction which may involve the analysis of quarterly or annually performance, revenues, profit of companies.
